TED Talks Outed as a Masturbatory Self
Aggrandizement Scheme For Silicon Valley Rich
Kids
See the facts about why TED TALKs are an absolutely BS load of horse-crap designed to selfaggrandize elitist yuppie millionaires
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By Sigmund Fraud
Does establishment media believe that it alone knows what we all should think about science and
history? The internationally revered organization TED has in the past created controversy for
attempting to censor talks that do not fit with its version of reality, causing many to see TED as an
establishment organization that engages in global thought control.
TED’s slogan is, ‘Ideas Worth Sharing,’ yet it is clear that there are some ideas that TED feels should
not be shared.
Author and historical investigator Graham Hancock has sold millions of books and inspired many more
people around the world with his game-changing thoughts on human history and the development of
human consciousness, yet his talk, The War on Consciousness, was banned by TED in attempt to
prevent the public from considering and sharing his paradigm-changing ideas.

At the same time, a researcher into the field of parapsychology, Rupert Sheldrake, gave a fascinating
and enlightening presentation for TED which was also censored for not meeting the guidelines of
TED’s advisory board, an entity which apparently has been tasked with the job of deciding what new
ideas should be available for public consideration.

These are two highly prominent and forward-thinking scholars with huge international followings. The
critical thing they have in common is their willingness to subvert dominant scientific and intellectual
paradigms in their quest for truth and understanding of the human experience.
Furthermore, talk by billionaire Nick Hanauer on wealth inequality in modern society was also accused
of being passed over and censored by TED because it did not present an acceptable worldview in
TED’s eyes. All three of these thought-provoking and paradigm-shifting presentations can be seen,
here.
READ: 3 TED Talks the Establishment Would Prefer You To Miss
Fast forward to the present, journalist and author Graham Hancock has recently posted another case of
TED censoring his presentations, this time by displaying an obnoxious disclaimer over a talk he gave
entitled, ‘Is The House of History Built on Sand?’
Shockingly, the entire 18 minute presentation is flagged and smeared with the following warning to
viewers, as though it were a medical threat.
This talk, which was filmed at an independent TEDx event, falls outside TEDx’s
curatorial guidelines. Read More Below.

Who exactly is TED protecting? The explanation reads as follows:
NOTE from TED: Please be aware that this talk contains outdated and counterfactual
assertions, and should not be understood as a representation of modern scholarship
on ancient civilizations.

Comments on this matter by Graham Hancock himself are quoted here:
TED claims it’s about ideas worth spreading, but this is what TED does to ideas put out on
its forum that it judges to be alternative or non-mainstream — see attached screenshot, and
full talk at this link (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyfE3IvDWR8). They stick an
orthodox health warning over the speaker’s face, smear the talk as “outdated and counterfactual” (see the video description), give no evidence to support the smear, and use the
opportunity to big up some of their pet mainstream speakers.
Never buy another battery again (Ad)
If I was ever in any doubt that TED is a tool of the dominator society that seeks to keep us
all asleep, and that believes itself to be the fount and guardian of all legitimate knowledge,
my latest encounter with the TED organisation has settled the matter for me. The attached
screenshot is from my TEDx talk, given in the city of Reading in the UK in March. It’s a
talk about my latest research into the possibility of a lost civilization and sets out some of
the evidence presented in my new book Magicians of the Gods
(https://grahamhancock.com/magicians/). I was very careful with this talk. Indeed I did
something I’ve never done before which was to read it to make sure no slip of the tongue,
or over-running of the extremely limited time allocated, could be used by TED to delete it
from Youtube as they did with my last one (https://grahamhancock.com/ted-war-onconsciousness-hancock/)
I don’t like reading talks from a carefully pre-prepared script, but having done so in this
single case I am quite certain that the ideas I present are NOT “outdated and counterfactual” as TED allege and I challenge them to provide evidence to support this smear.
The presentation can be seen here:
Final Thoughts
Human experience is more rich and has more depth than we fully understand, yet there is no question
we live in an age where thought control and social engineering is important in maintaining the status
quo of strict cultural and scientific materialism which keeps us locked into the corporate-consumer
paradigm, serving the economy rather than serving the spirit. If TED is an organization which truly is
about presenting ‘ideas worth sharing,’ then why are well-documented, well-researched presentations
countering this paradigm being censored and minimized by TED?
Who is TED really working for?
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The absolute and utter bullsh*t of the narcissists who do TED TALKS!
- Big words with no meaning make the self-importance of Silicon Valley assholes sink to new depths.
The instigator of THERANOS and the greatest meeting of assholes in history
TED Talks Aren't Making My Generation Smart – They're Making Us ...
cached

TED Talks Aren't Making My Generation Smart – They're Making Us ... you doesn' t mean it isn't a
sneaky pyramid scheme, designed to suck off ...
https://www.vice.com/read/ted-talks-ar[...]tion-smart-theyre-making-us-stupid-112
After Years of Watching Ted Talks I Realized How Much it Actually ...
cached

I remember when I was fifteen, and TED Talks were becoming really ... Years of Watching Ted Talks I
Realized How Much it Actually Sucks ...
http://www.ixdaily.com/the-grind/why-ted-talks-suck
A TED talk about what's wrong with TED talks : videos - Reddit
cached

He's calling out TED talks for what they are. .... It's easy to say education sucks and needs a reform, for
example, but we need to get a good grip ...
https://www.reddit.com/r/videos/commen[...]talk_about_whats_wrong_with_ted_talks/

Why TED Sucks cached

TED is the Bono of conferences. (Except Bono wasn't even on this year's guest list.) The Technology
Entertainment Design conference is so ...
http://gawker.com/362800/why-ted-sucks

Top 5 reasons I'm not drinking the TEDx kool-aid | Get Mommy ...
cached

I watch TED talks and instantly feel smarter. When the TEDx ... A TEDx can suck, with speakers being
self promotional, etc, but no one will call it. Whereas a ...
http://getmommysomegin.com/top-5-reasons-im-not-drinking-the-tedx-kool-a/
RUN RANT: TED Talks Suck - YouTube
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Uploaded by VaughnJogVlogThe TED Talks are SHADY AF! This is an organization that talks DOWN
to those in attendance ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkHlB4Xk7DM
TED Talks Suck? | Pause for Clarity
cached

Articles have been written, spoofs have been taped, and TED even let someone talk about what's wrong
with TED. Why do they suck? What's ...
https://pauseforclarity.com/2014/07/19/ted-talks-suck/
TED is Evil ~ Well, That Sucks | Journey Chronicle in Letters and ...
cached

To my vast disappointment I recently learned that TED talks are evil. They are engaged in extreme
censorship. And that would be bad enough, ...
https://jchronlettsci.org/2013/09/26/ted-is-evil-well-that-sucks/
Exposed: the cult of the TED Talks - Roosh V Forum
cached

The TED Talks are coming to Vancouver, at first I was interested but at 7K ..... So no, TED can suck
dong until they publish a talk discussing how ...
https://www.rooshvforum.com/thread-21476.html
IX Daily - #TEDtalks suck. You should probably hear us... | Facebook
cached

I remember when I was fifteen, and TED Talks were becoming really popular. If you were interesting,
you watched TED. They were an easy way to learn a little…
https://www.facebook.com/ixdaily/posts/10152501760483331

What's the matter with TED? - Freethought Blogs
cached

In the best TED talks, it just so happens that the speaker is the sort of ..... Sometimes we get sucked
into big words with no meaning (Alan Sokal ...
http://freethoughtblogs.com/pharyngula[...]/2012/06/09/whats-the-matter-with-ted/

